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…to Shropshire Mammal Group Newsletter 41! 
 

Mustelids abound in your latest SMG Newsletter!  We have 

a major article on the weasel, the world’s smallest true 
carnivore; there’s heaps of pine marten stuff of course, plenty of badgers 

(both healthy and threatened, sadly) some woooozel fantasies, mink and 
polecat comparisons, more than a few otters and others on trail 
cameras, and of course some obligatory mustelid bones nonsense.  So 
why isn’t this a Marvellous Mustelid themed issue?  Well we’ve done that 
before (see SMGN28, Autumn 2016), and we might do it again, but this 
is the Multiple Article Author Issue!  In addition to my own pieces I’ve 

given our Treasurer and Membership Secretary Malcolm Monie a whole 
page of his own to update us on several key issues – membership, the 
Atlas, and a potential water vole project.  We have Stuart putting in 
several excellent contributions, including a massive camera trap review 
of his top fifty (well, 49) tweets from April to December this year.  Andy 
Harmer has two articles, and I’m more than delighted to welcome a 
great new author to the Newsletter, Elen Sentier, who’s sent me three 

fine pieces!  Of course Elen is a proper published author, new to the 
county, so I hope we will hear much more from her in future Newsletters. 
 

Faithful contributors Robin Bennett and Dave Lewis are back (like 
they’ve never been away) Robin with a fine article on the flying foxes of 
Adelaide, and Dave’s little hymn of thanks for youthful activism in these 
dark days for our environment.  Sam Devine Turner updates us on her 
work protecting badgers in the cull zones while, sadly, Brian Hogbin 
mourns for a sick hedgehog.  And we step aboard the SMG time machine 

to revisit the Wyre Forest deer of the 1980s in an exclusive set of never-
before-published photos.  On the way back to 2019, let’s also stop off to 
revisit a facsimile copy of the first ever SMG Newsletter from ten years 
ago - Winter 2009! 
 

If the great articles in this issue have inspired you, it’s never too early 
to think about contributing to the next SMG Newsletter.  I am always so 

pleased and relieved to receive your contributions in plenty of time; it 
helps to plan ahead, so if you have an article idea, get in touch as soon 
as you like, via the usual channels!  Don’t hold back / Get scribing / you 

know it makes sense.  So look out for your next SMG Newsletter in your 
mailbox around the time of the Spring equinox.  Have a fab festive 
season, keep warm safe and dry and I hope I’ll see you all at the 
SMG AGM on 25th January 2020! 

Ric Morris   ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk 
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Heads–up! 
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Newsletter 

 

WELCOME! 

Issue 41: Winter 2019 

“After ten years as secretary of the Shropshire Mammal 

Group, I am standing down from the committee.  This was not 

a decision I took lightly; I volunteered to be secretary at the 

first ever meeting of SMG.  I have greatly enjoyed my time on 

the committee and have made some good friends.  I have seen 

the group go from strength to strength with a national profile 

due to the work we do, particularly on pine martens.  

However, I am studying for an MSc in Biological Recording 

and next year have to start my dissertation.  My project will 

compare the pollen loads of solitary bees today with historic 

records from the 1930s; and will examine any differences in 

the context of wider landscape change.  My fieldwork will be 

in Bedfordshire so I will have to spend a lot of time away from 

home - hence less time for SMG (and everything else!).  These 

are exciting times for SMG with an Atlas imminent - so please 

consider whether you can help by volunteering as Secretary”. 

Clare Boyes 

The usual disclaimer applies- the opinions expressed in the SMG Newsletter are those of the individual contributors, not necessarily the views of the SMG, unless stated to be so. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
http://bit.ly/SMGrecord
mailto:ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
https://elensentier.wordpress.com/
mailto:ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
http://www.mammal.org.uk/
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Our Annual General Meeting is taking place at Preston Montford on Saturday 25th January 
at 10.30.  Save the date!  The meeting will be followed by a presentation from Shropshire 
Wildlife Trust CEO, Colin Preston on the Trust’s vision for the future of Shropshire. 
 

The Shropshire Mammal Atlas is progressing nicely, thanks largely to the determination of 
Malcolm Monie.  We had a great turn out for the recent Atlas meeting and agreed a format, 
contributors and deadline for submitting species articles.  The initial version will be published 
on our website in 2020, but we still need you to keep sending your mammal records in! 
 

I would like to take this opportunity to 
say a huge thank you to our long serving 

secretary, Clare Boyes (left) who has 
taken the decision to step down from the 
role in January.  Clare has been a 
committee member of the group since it 

was formed in 2009 and will be missed 
at our committee meetings.  We hope to see her back once her 
commitments to studies have completed in a year or two. 

 
Looking forward, we aim to continue our 
efforts to collect as many mammal records in 
the county as we can in 2020.  Camera traps 

are becoming ever more popular as they become more affordable and I expect a few members 
will have one at the top of their Christmas list.  It is much easier to verify records of the less 

common species from camera trap clips and images, as misidentification does sometimes 
occasionally take place.  In the last few months, I have been sent some very positive-sounding 
records of roadkill pine martens Martes martes from all corners of the county via email and 
have travelled to look for two of those remains.  On one occasion, the reported dead marten 

was actually a domestic cat Felis catus (complete with a 
cream chest!) and on the next, the casualty was nowhere to 

be seen by the time I arrived at the scene.  Just this month, 

I also received a call from a man who had found a dead pine 
marten in a field near Ludlow.  He was so sure of the identity 
of the mammal and gave very good reason for his confidence, 
having watched pine martens in Scotland on many occasions.  He hadn’t 
taken any photos to send to me, so before venturing down to south 
Shropshire I asked him if he could possibly return to the field to take a few 
photos and send them to me.  A few hours later, I excitedly opened 

his next email and photo attachments, ready and waiting to dash out 
of the office to go to collect the specimen.  But unfortunately, the 
animal was in fact a freshly dead polecat Mustela putorius, not a pine 
marten at all.  This illustrates just how important a photograph is for 
confirming a record; it makes identification much easier and reliable, 
so I leave you with this message: if you have a camera on your 

phone, don’t forget to use it if you come across any roadkill mammals 
that you aren’t sure about.  Take one complete image of the whole 

body, followed by close ups of any distinguishing features like ears 
and paws.  As always you can send your photos to any of the 
committee for identification, or to smgrecord@gmail.com. 
 

Happy Christmas and New Year to all our members and readers! 

Stuart Edmunds 

Note from the Chair                                               by Stuart Edmunds,  SMG Chair 
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Best to check the specs of 
your chosen trail camera to 
ensure it can shoot video 
files not just stills, before you 
rush out and buy three just 
‘cos they’re cheap at Lidl. 

Ha ha! 

Stu’s voice 

The Aberhafesp pine 
marten found in 2012. 

Pic Olly Amy / VWT 

Not the pic sent to Stu by the Ludlow finder, but 
another roadkill polecat recorded by Roger 

Lambertsson.  Note very helpful use of key fob for 

scale. 

Roadkill mink, Neovison vison by Dave Lewis 
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Dave Lewis’s roadkill mink detail from top right:  Teeth, forefoot, hind foot.  
See Exploring the darker side, SMGN28, Autumn 2016 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
http://bit.ly/SMGrecord
mailto:ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
mailto:smgrecord@gmail.com
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Shropshire Mammal Group is grateful to its corporate members for their support. 

Pearce Environment Ltd Field Studies Council, Preston Montford 

We come to the end of 2019 with the same total membership as at the start: 154.  The group has attracted 18 fresh 
members during the year, just balancing out those whom have not renewed- for a whole host of reasons, but most 
commonly moving out of the area.  Many of the latter are students whose locally based courses or placements have 

come to an end.  There is of course no requirement to live in the county and we do have around ten out-of-county 
members.  We'd be delighted if people moving away kept their membership going!  The Shropshire covered by our 
group, and indeed by Shropshire Wildlife Trust, is the old vice-county of Shropshire which includes what is now 
Telford and Wrekin. 
 
Lastly, if you move or change your contact information, please visit the page on the 
website where you can update these and also your contact preferences.  There are still a significant number of 

longer standing members who have not done the latter and may be missing out on emails of interest relating the Mammal 
Society and mammal events run by other organisations.  If you don't opt in, we should only send you emails relating 
directly to SMG. 
 
Wishing everyone a very merry Christmas and best wishes for the new year. 

--oOo-- 
 

At last we are making real progress with the Shropshire Mammal Atlas which, initially at least, will be 
published online.  A big thank you to the twenty or so members who responded to last month's appeal to 

get involved.  A very positive meeting was held at Preston Montford on Sunday 24th November.  We now have members 
engaged in writing pages for all Shropshire's mammals, both the terrestrial and the bats.  Everyone is aiming, maybe 
inspired by festive cheer, to get material completed by the end of January, so you should start to see pages being added 
in the new year. 

 
--oOo-- 

An exciting opportunity has arisen that may lead to the introduction of 
water voles Arvicola amphibius on the Rea Brook at Worthen, west of 

Minsterley.  Caroline Savage of the Environment Agency has met a wildlife 
loving landowner who has a complex of pools and ditches which may be suitable.  

A site visit with an ecological consultant and water vole breeder has been arranged for 

February to assess the feasibility.  It is is hoped that any introduction can be grant aided, but 
funds for the initial visit and assessment is urgently required and additional funding may be 
required to support a grant application for the breeding and release, which will be done over two 

years.  It is likely that a crowd funding appeal will be launched soon and it would be great if lots 
of SMG members could support this.  More details will be shared as they become available.  Help 
to survey surrounding streams for water vole and mink Neovison vison presence in the spring is 

also likely to be required.  Again, more details will be shared in due course. 
Malcolm Monie 

  

Malcolm’s page!  Featuring membership matters and other updates          by Malcolm Monie 

        SMG Treasurer and Membership Secretary 

Vice County?  Not this kind. 

Cumbria, Wiltshire and Oxfordshire 
Mammal Groups, left, have all opted 
for PDF or e-book downloads of their 
mammal atlases.  Some groups prefer 

to put the species pages individually 
online, while other counties have 
published books (right). 

Some key reference texts (right) on water voles.  Some of 
these titles are more up to date and authoritative than others. 

Left:  Not a water vole.  Won’t get fooled again!  Pic: Ric 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
http://bit.ly/SMGrecord
mailto:ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
http://www.pearce-environment.co.uk/
https://www.field-studies-council.org/centres/prestonmontford.aspx
https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/join-2/
https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/join-2/
https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/atlas/
https://wiltshiremammals.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/mammals-in-wiltshire_2nd-edition_ver-1-0.pdf
http://www.cbdc.org.uk/uploads/Mammal_Atlas/Download/Atlas_Maps.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=7&v=UDfAdHBtK_Q&feature=emb_title
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On Sunday 1st December 2019 the Invasive Alien Species (Enforcement and Permitting) Order 2019 came into effect.  This 
allows for the enforcement of the EU Invasive Alien Species Regulation 1143/2014, on the prevention and management of 
invasive alien animal and plant species in England & Wales, including relevant licences, permits and rules for keeping invasive alien 
species. 

 
The Invasive Alien Species Regulation lists 49 ‘species of concern’ which cannot be 
imported, kept, bred / grown, transported, sold, used, allowed to reproduce, or released 
into the environment.  Many of these species are plants, a much smaller number are 
animals, including various crayfish and crabs, a few birds and just two mammal 
species:  grey squirrel Sciurus carolinensis and muntjac deer Muntiacus reevesi. 
 
Criminal offences are introduced for breaches of the main restrictions of the IAS 
Regulation, significantly for allowing the escape or release into the wild of an 
animal that is not normally a resident or regular visitor to Great Britain, or an 
animal listed in Part 1 of Schedule 2, including certain species of crabs, ducks and 
the aforementioned muntjac and squirrel. 
 
A fuller guide on the provisions seems to be expected from DEFRA in due course 
but has been delayed until after the general election. 
 

Much of the comment that this issue attracted on the Cuan Wildlife Rescue Facebook page 
and elsewhere on social media has focused on the destruction of animals which may be injured 
but otherwise perfectly healthy.  This is very distressing to many and among the posts has been 
one asking for comment from SMG.  This was discussed briefly at our last committee meeting 
although no firm consensus has yet emerged.  We are primarily a recording group rather than 
an animal welfare organisation though naturally we condemn animal cruelty and mankind-made 
environmental damage.  The trouble is that these two species (and others, of course) can have 
a detrimental environmental effect, in these cases on the woodland environment in particular.  
They are not the only mammals to pose certain threats, and of course many people get a great 
deal of pleasure from seeing them and having them visit their gardens.  Other accidentally or 
deliberately introduced mammals such as ‘edible’ dormouse Glis glis and Chinese water deer 
Hydropotes inermis are locally numerous in certain areas of the UK although have not spread 

nationally in the way that muntjacs and grey squirrels have, so don’t pose the same threat. 
 
During the meeting, our chair Stuart mused that in the UK we may have the most stable population 
of muntjac in the world outside of (possibly including) south east Asia.  We have not researched 
that further, but if true, does that confer a certain responsibility on us to manage, rather than 
eradicate, the species?  Although Chinese water deer are not as yet on the IAS list, the same may 
apply to them.  I had a conversation along these lines with my Facebook friend Richard Lawrence 

of Bedfordshire Mammal Group, on a thread on a different Facebook page. 

 

 
 
 

So, we’ve gone off-topic a bit, but it would seem these wider issues have potential for a good deal of further 
discussion.  We would be interested to hear the opinions of SMG members in time for the Spring Newsletter. 

 

Ric Morris / Follow Ric on Twitter as @Skull_Bloke 
 

New regulations: a requirement to euthanise                by Ric Morris 

I have smudged the photo as it may 
be a little graphic for some readers. 

Richard L’s disclaimer 
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“The data I’ve 
quoted was in the 
recent Mammal 
Society review of 
British mammals, 
the Wiki entry on 
the species and a 
table of CWD death 
records from Korea 
(which might have 
been in the wiki 
entry...)  I didn't 
have time to double 
check the Wiki 
sources 
unfortunately”.  RL 

From the Cuan Wildlife Rescue Facebook page 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
http://bit.ly/SMGrecord
mailto:ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2019/527/schedule/2/made
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The weasel, Mustela nivalis is Scrobbesbyrigscīr’s (Shrewsburyshire), Britain’s, and the world’s smallest true 
carnivore.  Though it is undoubtedly the nemesis of many animals it is 

perhaps the most comical candidate of the mammal fauna, darting here 
and there and popping up out of rabbit warrens, mole and vole burrows or 
niches in drystone walls and natural stone features, sporting a quizzical 
look and mimicking a mini-meerkat in its curiosity to what’s going on 
around it.  However, it is this curiosity which makes it vulnerable to the 
gamekeeper, who knows how to call the weasel in by pursing lips and 
sucking, making a noise that sounds like a rabbit in distress.   

 
Though fit for purpose when travelling or hunting its prey down in vole 
runs, collapsed root systems, mole tunnels and so on, the weasel can look a little out of place when viewed running over 
a flat surface such as tarmac, as it emphasises the disproportionate leg size that carries the sausage-like cylindrical body, 

making what is a ferocious predator look like a clockwork toy. 
 

The weasel’s secretive habits mean it is rarely seen, but encounters can be had 

with it when it breaks cover to hunt, crossing human corridors such as paths and 
roads, or when it is ‘working’ a hedgerow bank or drystone wall.  Weasels are 

trapped, purposefully by gamekeepers, and sometimes erroneously by 
conservationists in the likes of Longworth traps, the former dispatching of its find in short order, the latter releasing on 
discovery.  Cat kills, road casualties, and camera traps increase our encounters and also add to our record dataset, and 
to our knowledge of current distribution, at least.  With regards to weight of prey items, the weasel probably has not 
only the widest range of any animal in the county, but the largest disparity regarding prey/predator ratio.  Prey items 

range from insects such as beetles that weigh in at 0.01 gram to adult rabbits that weigh in at two kilograms, the latter 
being a massive 200,000 times heavier than the beetle and ten times that of the weasel.  It appears totally unfazed and 
sometimes unrealistic in its choice of prey, as demonstrated by a report from the Shrewsbury Chronicle, April 1st 1910 
on the next page… 

The Scrobbesbyrigscīr tiger                                                          by Andy Harmer 

Images sourced and captioned by Ric 
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Above: Framegrab from YouTube clip of 
weasel release from Longworth trap, July 
2013, with thanks to Amanda Kindness, who 
posted the video. 

Below: Cat-kill weasel, Novers Wood, Clee Hill, Ludlow. August 2013.  Pic: Ric, with thanks to Glynn Barratt 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
http://bit.ly/SMGrecord
mailto:ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ON2RHn2wXKc
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A report in the Dundee Courier on the 5th July 1925 shows how versatile a predator the weasel is… 
 
Unbelievably it has been almost five years since Martin Le-May 
took the now famous photograph (left) of a weasel clinging on to 
a green woodpecker Picas viridis as it flew past him and his wife 
while they were walking in Hornchurch Country Park in east 
London.  Though this type of image is rare, the event apparently 

isn’t.  The weasel’s motive for hitching a ride appears a 
straightforward  case of ‘I’ve caught it so I’m hanging on to it’ but 
this technique is also used as a defence against predators, 
Anderson (1966) reported seeing a buzzard Buteo buteo catch and 

carry a weasel off but consequently the bird plummeted to the 
ground dead as it was carrying away its booty, only to find on 

inspection that the weasel was still gripped tightly to its 
underparts with its teeth firmly locked into the bird’s breast.  
Earlier in the century, Seaton (1926) recorded an eagle that was 

found with a bleached weasel skull 
attached to its neck.  Ironically, this 
trait can also be fatal in other ways; 
Leese (1893), a gamekeeper in 

Rotherham, on hearing a pheasant in distress, walked 
over to a weasel, who was firmly attached to the 
pheasant, picking it up and dispatching of it using his 
knife.  There must be a point of no return, as weasels 

are not completely risk-averse when a large predator appears.  The Shrewsbury Chronicle (1910 
again) reports that a weasel near Bayston Hill, south of Shrewsbury, was statuesque in front of 

a dunnock, whose curiosity was compromising its safety.  The approach of a human caused the 

weasel to dart off through a hedge leaving the dunnock apparently searching for it from a perch 
in the hedge. 
 
Weasels appear to have countywide coverage and are known from a wide range of habitats, 

though less associated with urban and suburban areas, and rarely recorded in large 
expanses of monocultures such as crops and dense conifer plantations.  Even at low 

resolution, satellite imagery shows the scars of our industrial and agricultural past but 
also confirms the mesh-like reticulation of field boundaries and natural or man-made 

ecoclines and ribbons of connectivity throughout 
Shropshire.  Let us hope that our burgeoning 
appreciation of these landscape features helps us create 
and conserve them for this mammal and its wild 
brethren. 

Andy Harmer 

“PHEASANTS REPELLING WEASEL.  The same boy saw Weasel attack one of group three 

Pheasants, but the birds made such vigorous defence by pecking at the Weasel's [sic] that, with 
the assistance of four others that were attracted their cries, they succeeded In driving the 

assailant away”. 
“On the Leitie 

Road, Alyth, a 

weasel was 
seen crossing 

the road 
rolling a 

pheasant's egg 
in front of it. 

On reaching 
the other side 

the weasel 
gathered the 
egg with its 

forepaws and 
vanished into 

the dyke”. 
 

Right:  Reginald Gammon’s 
sketch from the Nick the 
Weasel chapter sequence in Out 
with Romany Again (1938).  
Romany (aka G.B. Evens) 
describes almost exactly what 
Anderson (1966) observed, but 
with the weasel being captured 
by a kestrel instead.  See 
SMGN37, Winter 2018, for 
more info about Romany. 

As a mustelid bones 
enthusiast for many years 
I’m intrigued by the very 
closely intersecting dentition 
of small mustelids.  The 
stories and observations 
described here are 
corroborated by my own 
observations of my smallest 
weasel skull, which have 
mandibles I’ve found to be 
very difficult to open due to 
the extremely tight occlusion.  
It seems that Seaton’s 
account has come to the 
attention of others, notably 
an American author, Annie 
Dillard, who in turn has 
inspired the performance 
artist and musician Laurie 
Anderson (who is not the 
Anderson of Anderson 
1966!).  Laurie Anderson has 
a song called Speechless 
(The Eagle and the Weasel) 
on her 1994 CD Bright Red, 
referencing Dillard.  You can 
read Dillard’s story online 
here.            Ric 

Further reading: 
Anderson, E. 1966.  Weasel kills buzzard    ‘The Countryman’, Spring 1966: 122. 

Seton, E.T. 1926  Lives of game animals    Garden City, New York. Doubleday, Doran & Co Inc. 

Leese, A. 1898.  ‘Weasel attacking young pheasant’  ‘Notes From A Field’, Daily Shields News. 

Evens, G.B. 1938.  Out with Romany again   University of London Press Ltd, London. 

Linn, I. 1962.  Weasels   Animals of Britain series, no.14.  Sunday Times Publications Ltd 

McDonald, R. & Harris, S. 1997.  Stoats and weasels   The Mammal Society, London  

Sleeman, P. 1989.  Stoats & weasels, polecats & martens   Whittet Books Ltd, London 

BBC News/Martin Le-May 
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http://bit.ly/SMGrecord
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Bramwell_Evens
http://romanysociety.org.uk/wp/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HNdpZ-ysY98
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HNdpZ-ysY98
http://www.dailygood.org/story/1490/living-like-weasels-annie-dillard/
http://www.dailygood.org/story/1490/living-like-weasels-annie-dillard/
http://www.dailygood.org/story/1490/living-like-weasels-annie-dillard/
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When I was about four-and-a-bit, my uncle introduced me to his 
ferrets; they were nearly as big as me, nibbled my ears, climbed all over 
me and stank quite a lot… I fell in love.  I’ve never kept Fursty Ferrets myself but have friends 
who do.  Snakes with legs! I moved to Shropshire at the beginning of August this year, transferred my Wildlife 

Trust membership from Herefordshire to SWT, and discovered we have pine 
martens Martes martes here in the county. That was when I knew the gods 

were on my side      . 

 
In May this year my ferret-friend Fiona 

and I spent a week in Ardnamurchan in 
a pine marten holiday cottage being 

treated to the gorgeous little woozels every evening. Our first night we 
(stupidly!) worried about their junk-food diet of peanut butter* and offered up 
some nice fresh venison trimmings from our own supper. To say we were 
spurned is to put it mildly! We could hear the unprintable comments from the 
woozels as they came for their nightly treat only to find rubbishy old venison 

that they could get for themselves anytime. We grabbed the last pot of peanut 
butter from the cottage supply and pasted the poles and logs. ‘Humans!’ we 
heard across the ethers, and ‘You just can’t get the staff!’ 
 
Next day we were down the local shop pronto buying them out of peanut 

butter*. Being good Highlanders, the locals ragged us really well but we did get 
a couple of superb lattes and dollops of sea salt ice cream. We also got super 

instructions for all the best walks, where to see pine marten tracks, and even where we might see wildcat tracks! 
 
We smeared peanut butter* on everything, made a pot of tea and sat in the huge 

picture window to watch the evening show. The first to come were three red deer 
hinds, beautiful creatures who stood up on their hind legs to reach the peanut 
butter*, and to demolish the peanut feeders put up for the birds. They wandered off 

down to the shore to feast on seaweed and, as the gloaming fell, the first marten 
bounced onto the table and began scoffing the treats. We were utterly entranced! 
 
Like ferrets – like most of the woozel family – they are so lithe, such incredible 
movers, we were treated to a marten-ballet every night. In the morning we managed 
to follow some tracks down to the stream and up into the woods on the other side – 
not that I’m much cop with tracks, but Fiona’s good. We didn’t want to go into the 

woods too far as the deer had also gone in there and we didn’t want to disturb them 
as they laid up for the day. 
 
And now, here I am, with woozels a darn sight nearer my doorstep than all the way 
up to the Highlands of Scotland. I so hope they choose to come up to the hill I live 
on, I’m already organising branches to make peanut butter* tables for them. 

Elen Sentier 

A passion for woooozels                                                       by Elen Sentier 

Mustelid themed ale Fursty Ferret…  
other brews are weaselly available. 

*Peanut butter alert!  Some peanut butters (even organic ones) contain Xylitol, a sugar-free synthetic sweetener which is safe for 

human consumption but extremely toxic to animals.  It’s quickly assimilated into the bloodstream, stimulating the release of insulin from the 
pancreas.  Because of this rapid influx of insulin, the animal’s blood sugar level can rapidly decrease within an hour.  Even small amounts of Xylitol 
ingested by dogs or cats, for instance, can cause seizures, liver failure, or death.  Symptoms of Xylitol poisoning can include vomiting, weakness, 
difficulty in walking, lethargy, and tremors.  Thankfully, there has been an increase in awareness about Xylitol in recent years, with many 
manufacturers using a different sweetener for peanut butter.  Therefore, it’s safe for animals to eat peanut butter as long as it’s Xylitol-free.

                           Ric Morris 

Elen is in excellent company… the 

great Dr Johnny Birks also learned 
to love ferrets at a very early age, 
courtesy of ‘an eccentric aunt!’ 
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I’ll tell you what; here’s the last paragraph of my Autumn piece, and I’ll carry on from there: 
 
“Refreshingly, the blue touchpaper of eco-awareness has undoubtedly been lit in recent months and the public perception 

of nature in all its guises appears to have been refocussed in a very positive way. Let’s hope the wonder of the natural 
world, how to look after and work with it, grows and grows so that the hurtling, clattering train of ignorance and apathy 
wanes with the wake-up call of active appreciation and participation”. 
 
So with 2019 just about in the bag, the election results are in by the time you read this, and goodness knows WHAT lies 
in store.  The uncertainty that the last few years-worth of shenanigans has deposited on us rivals that of enthusiastic 
mushroom growing.  Whatever political persuasion you lean to, there can be no doubt that the faith and trust in the 

governing classes has been very seriously dented.  Each of the parties vying for our support carry with their laudable 
aims and glorious promises, a whole trolley load of baggage that is either unpalatable or undeliverable, so we’re all left 
with choosing the least offensive punter to do 
our bidding in that lofty structure on the 

banks of the Thames. Whichever bunch get 
in, we’re surely in for a rough ride.  Let’s just 

hope that the natural ecosystem doesn’t 
collapse in a quagmire of political ineptitude.  
If we rely on those exalted suits to follow 
sound science in building their stance or 
postures, then we’d all best brace ourselves 
to be more and more active in helping our 
wildlife and natural systems.  Each of us in 

this group, enthusiastic punters all, are 
involved with our wildlife one way or another, 
but we need to engage, encourage, persuade 
and entice youngsters into the drastic help 
that will be required over the next years and 
decades.  We need the young to be active.  

Bless ‘em that the (predominantly) younger 

folk have taken to the streets and the 
groundswell of determination to effect a 
change is a brilliant start to that sea-change.  
Whatever we each choose to effect a change, 
however small, will contribute to the bigger 
picture.  Better re-cycling, eating less meat, going vegetarian or vegan, using compostable bags, making do and mending 

with less disposal, shopping more ethically and so on.  It all counts. 
 
After years of working around the world in 
various countries, I have made a conscious 
decision not to go abroad on holidays anymore; 
apart from being sick to the back teeth of 
airports, I really don’t want to add my widow’s 

mite to the big corporation’s coffers while 
happily thrusting megatonnes into the 

atmosphere.  There are fabulous places in this 
country to visit for a break, and the list gets 
longer each time I talk to people.  It’s bad 
enough driving around in the car; petrol/diesel 
exhaust, tyre particulates and debris, though 

with the onset of electric vehicles that impact is 
lessened but certainly not removed.  Hydrogen 
powered vehicles would be my choice of 
‘change-to’ but that is a good time away just 
yet. 

Reflections on my year: Hope is with the young by Dave Lewis 
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So, as a mammal enthusiast, how on earth does all this affect what I do?  Well it does, but in small ways; I am still 
enthusiastic about the state of my local patch, its animal content and the state of the infrastructure that supports it.  My 
trail cameras work overtime and I am always thankful for the longevity of the rechargeable batteries.  I recently posted 

some footage to Facebook of a juvenile roe deer, some foxes learning to hunt and a pair of badgers grooming each other 
(see photos).  I am a keen contributor with our local SWT branch; we do clean-ups, river monitoring & testing.  I monitor 
and send in mammal records to Lorcan, write about nature in our valley newsletter and promote an interest in the natural 
world at every opportunity, especially to youngsters.  I’ve embarked on my dormouse handling licence, and perform 

surveys, site set-ups and attend training courses.  I wasn’t able to attend the PTES conference in Reading in November 
but the startling statistic of a 50%+ decline in dormouse population since 2000 was staggering.  Other species haven’t 
fared too well either. 
 
I am much more considered when it comes to food, eating less, but better quality.  I use less plastic and try to avoid the 
stuff when shopping, but I’m sure you find this almost as impossible as I do.  Bit by bit there is an effort to reduce the 
footprint of abject consumerism, but it is hard work sometimes.  I suppose the basic premise is ‘Do what you can’, but 

never, ever belittle other folk’s efforts if they are different from yours. 
 
Now I am constantly thinking 
about new ways to record 

activity via photography … my 
newest brainwave is to monitor 

dormice inside the nest box 
without any intrusive 
paraphernalia or disturbance 
whatsoever; an important legal 
requirement.  Once the builders 
(oh dear, house bathroom 
rebuild) have vacated my space 

in the garage, I can crack on 
with the design.  I hope to get a 
version sorted before the next 
survey season starts up again in 
March. 
 

In tandem with joined-up nature 

spaces, we need joined-up 
government and government 
departments to work effectively 
to save species, reintroduce 
appropriate species, reinvent 
agricultural methods lost to 

intensification and profiteering 
and just make a well-informed 
decision now and then to restore 
honour which, unfortunately is 
currently lacking. 
 
There are brilliant amateur natural philosophers around and the natural world is crying out for help. Do what you can; 

and if possible, do a bit more. The younger generations are the key to the future husbandry of this precious world.  Let’s 
give them the tools to work with and help them all we can. 

 
Let’s hope the turning of the New Year brings about a turning of social attitudes to our precious wildlife. 

 
Dave Lewis 
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Only in recent history has the official position of Advocatus Diaboli, or Devil’s Advocate, been abolished by the 
Catholic Church. It was set up to provide an argument against canonisation (sainthood) of candidates by 
attempting to uncover flaws or failings in their character or actions.  It required a sceptical mind to question 
and pick holes in the evidence, and though religion and science has been described as non-overlapping magisteria 

(NOMA) this aspect of enquiry is surely a transferable asset to any science-based interest if that study is to be progressive 
and unbiased. 
 
Now there are few things that are certain in life but here 
are a few of them…death, taxes, and the fact that every 
water vole article since the 1950’s will mention a 
Kenneth Grahame book.  Another certainty is that we 

conservationists recognise that one of the most 
effective ways to gain public support, is to appeal to 
their strong sense of solipsism, the arrogant sense that 
we are the not only the centre of our universe but of 

everything else’s universe, but why wouldn’t we, as 
we’ve been told for over two millennia that we were 

given domination over all animals, though I suspect 
anyone who has been flattened by a virus would 
question that.  

 
We successfully convince the general public that wildlife 
is worthy of conservation efforts if it somehow benefits 
us. Like a dripping tap, the advice is that a particular 

taxon is good because it eats the aphids on our garden 
roses, or pollinates our crops, or ‘controls’ what we 
currently perceive to be vermin.  So who can blame 
them when they see new wildlife and enquire “what does it it do?” or to more precise “what does it do…for us?”.  The 
pretty-obvious dichotomy here is that this approach promotes wildlife at the same time as relegates it.  It maligns wildlife 
that doesn’t have an apparent benefit to us, making it a hard-sell for us to conserve, say, a venomous snake maybe, or 

an obscure moth, badgers that just mess up our precious lawns and eat our lovely cute hedgehogs, birds that eat ‘our’ 

fish,  wasps that just annoy us at barbecues, or a small mammal that eats our grain.  
 
This situation can be pernicious, especially when the trail starts in academia, as with the paper of an American author 

who set out to determine economic 
benefits that bats may bring by eating 
crop ‘pests’.  In simple terms, the 

author showed that the netted crops 
excluding bats had more ‘pests’ 
following a nocturnal period than the 
un-netted exposed crops.  The 
conclusion was that the additional 
‘pests’ under the netted crops were 
there due to bats not being able to eat 

them.  The author failed to mention 
other predators that had also been 

excluded, and this was a country with 
over 200 species of amphibian, 70 
species of lizard, 13 species of owl, and 
numerous small mammals (other than 
bats). 

 
Unfortunately, even when the science 
appears sound and the message clear, 
it is soon massaged to suit.  In 2018 
following a bat conference, social media 

What are they for?                                        Words and photos by Andy Harmer  
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posts announced that DNA meta bar-we’d never 
imagined, such as slugs, and another post 
suggested the DNA confirmed that bats were eating 

and controlling certain crop ‘pests’.  After an email 
exchange with the Doctor who gave the 
presentation, it was clear that the presentation had 
the messages of caution conveniently stripped.  The 

Doctor confirmed that there is no way to determine 
from DNA in a bat pellet if a slug had been a prey 
item or a slug trail has simply been left on a 
dropping, or even whether an imbibed prey item 
carrying slug DNA on its feet or in its gut had given 
the result.  Likewise, when the DNA of a crop ‘pest’ 
is found in a bat dropping, it may be there because 

it was in the gut of a spider, or a lacewing, hoverfly 
or another predator that then fell prey to a bat.  
Using the same blinkered analysis, if anyone had a 
fundamental antipathy towards bats, they could 

just as easily use the DNA results to suggest that 
bats are allowing crop ‘pest’ numbers to increase 

by eating the ‘pest’s’ invertebrate predators. 
 
So, to conclude this purposely polemical piece with 
some questions.  Is it a worrying trait that 
conservationists over the last few decades have 
succumbed to selling a particular species or species 
group by finding a way that suggests there is a 

benefit for humans, and is there an inevitable 
corollary that sends the message that animals that 
don’t benefit us don’t deserve conserving, and even 
worse, animals that harm us or compete with us 
deserve destroying?  I’ll nail my colours to the mast 
and say that if we want to be credible in our efforts 

to conserve our wildlife, we surely need to be 

truthful and balanced in our response.  I’ve tried to 
stop eco-splaining in a way that favours one species 
over another, though lapse in moments of 
weakness or unpreparedness when someone 

enquires about mosquito 
larvae he’s observed in his 

bucket or asks “what are 
wasps for?” or “aren’t bats 
vermin?” or “do we need 
this many badgers?” and 
try my best to convey that 
all wildlife is part of a rich 
tapestry of life that we’ve 

inherited and it’s our duty 
to conserve this eco-

system holistically and 
challenge our indulgence 
to elevate an animal’s 
plight based on how cute, 
how interesting and how 

beneficial it is perceived to 
be. 

Andy Harmer 
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I just got my Shropshire Wildlife Trust magazine the other day and enjoyed 
the article about helping farmers not to use slug pellets with metaldehyde in 
them.  The farmers' main problem is that supermarkets insist on perfect 

produce so anything that looks ‘damaged’ doesn't even get off the field.  So, 
immediately, we can all blame the supermarkets ... but we're wrong!  Why 
do the supermarkets insist on perfect produce?  Because of us!  Because 
we-the-buying-public insist on it, won’t buy fruit or vegetables with a 
wrinkle or that look wonky.  Many people have been trained to think 

imperfect means rotten, bad, unhealthy, maybe even gives 
you food poisoning!  Not true, and bad thinking.  Actually, 

your nose is your best guide to if food is edible or not! 
 
A little example … on the weekend, a friend was making fruit salad and 
said, "Here's some apples need using up," going to my special, wrinkled, small, blemished, 

yellow apples.  “No!” I squawked!  “Those are my special apples off my tree!”  She laughed, 
Not perfect like supermarket apples then?"  “Absolutely not!” I laughed back. 

 
This is part of the automatic thinking that causes the huge problems 
of climate change and global warming, as well as being the most 
incredible waste of food.  We all supported Hugh Fearnley-

Whittingstall and Jamie Oliver in their campaign for Wonky Veg 
and you do actually see them, often on their own special shelf (!) 
in supermarkets now, but that’s only a tiny beginning.  We all 

campaign and sign petitions for farmers and governments not to use 
all sorts of pesticides, but how many of us actually go to the core and think 
about our own buying habits? 
 
Amongst other things, we must stop asking for perfect produce … and 
stop buying it!  Unfortunately, we still live in a society where money rules 

and hoarding as much money as possible is just about 

everyone’s purpose in life, so cutting company profits is the 
best way to change Big Businessmen’s hearts.  And so bring 

the wrinkly apple back to life       

 
Changing ourselves, our own habits as the lovely 
collection of suggestions on Page 5 of the SWT 
magazine shows people doing, is the only way 
we’ll really see the world change around us.  It’s 
damn near impossible to absolutely force anyone 

to change if they don’t want to in their hearts.  But 
example can help.  People change their hearts when doing 
that gives them a feel-good feeling … seeing you cheerful 
and happy with a wrinkly old apple, and tasting one of 
your delicious (if wrinkly) homegrown apples is the sort 
of way that works. 

 

If we change ourselves, we really can change how everything works.  Our own attitudes 
drive Big Business – yes, they want profit and huge salaries and bank balances but they 
only get those if we buy stuff!  Buying power is very real and can make changes but it 
depends on your own attitudes.  Read that set of posts on page 5 of the magazine for 
ideas to start you off … then add to them.  There’s always a wee bit more we can each 

do                    Elen Sentier 
  

Magazine scans from Shropshire Wildlife Trust Winter 2019 magazine; Cover pic by Stephen Barlow.  Joining SWT?  Click here; mention the Newsletter!   

Perfect and imperfect                                                                            by Elen Sentier 

Omnivorous badgers don’t care if 
fruit, veg or loaf crusts are wonky or 
not.  Pic by Ric: Badgers in the beer 
garden of King William IV pub, 
Mickleham, Surrey,  7th July 1976. 
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Imperfect apple perfect interior 
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To misquote Crocodile Dundee, now that’s a bat!  With a one metre wingspan, Adelaide’s thousand plus grey-
headed flying foxes Pteropus poliocephalus are an impressive and intimidating sight and a far cry from the UK’s 
microbats. 
 

I work in Adelaide, South Australia, a couple of times a year and my latest trip gave me the chance to go looking for the 
colony which has made its home in the botanical gardens.  My bat photography in the UK is, for obvious reasons, 

technically very challenging and, once I’d found the 
bats, this was a whole lot easier for sure.  Though in 
taking these pictures I very nearly fell off a bridge 
parapet to certain death in the gully below… what fun! 
Nobody quite knows where they came from, but the first 

flying foxes (or so-called ‘fruit bats’) appeared in 
Adelaide in 2010.  Their normal range is the east coast 
of Australia, and the received wisdom is that climate 
change, human encroachment and lack of food has 

forced these megabats to look for a new home. 
 

Ironically, they have set up camp literally outside 
Adelaide Zoo’s front door, and within a few minutes’ 
walk of Adelaide Oval (they sometimes fly over the 
cricket ground during day/night matches, spooking 
players and crowd alike). 
 
All four of the Australian megabat species have declined 

hugely in the last few decades, and total numbers of the 
largest, the grey-headed flying fox, are now barely 5% 
of their original population.  Most experts predict that 
they will be functionally extinct by 2050 unless the 
underlying causes of their drop in numbers are tackled. 

 

They are not popular with farmers as they can damage fruit crops, in 

particular, and in some states it is still - unbelievably - legal for 
farmers to shoot them. They also carry some diseases which can be 
very harmful to humans and so many of the Adelaide residents 
tolerate them at best, despite the fact that they are shy and afraid of 
humans and incredibly useful 
as food-crop pollinators. 

 
Flying foxes will travel up to 50km each 
evening to feed, although the Adelaide 

colony is believed to travel less than 20km as there are still 
abundant native flowering eucalypts for them to eat in and 
around the city (they also eat nectar and flowers - and some 
fruit).  It’s the same reason that koala Phascolarctos 

cinereus are seen in the city too - another species under 
huge environmental pressure (not least from wildfires) 

elsewhere. 
 
What’s in a name? 
These megabats (as opposed to the UK’s microbats) are 
known interchangeably as flying foxes or fruit bats - but 

there was a recent theory that they were actually more 
closely related to primates than to other bats, or indeed 
foxes - though they really don’t look much like them! 

Batman Robin goes down-under!                     Words & photos by Robin Bennett 

Wild koala in Adelaide:  Is the koala functionally extinct…  or not? 

(1): Adelaide Oval cricket ground, 
(2): Current location of the flying foxes 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
http://bit.ly/SMGrecord
mailto:ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
https://www.zoossa.com.au/
https://sciencing.com/koalas-are-now-functionally-extinct-how-can-we-save-them-13719250.html
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2203655-no-koalas-are-not-functionally-extinct-but-they-are-in-trouble/
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They don’t echolocate, for example, and their eyes are very similar to those of 
monkeys.  Recent DNA analysis has scotched this idea, however, and has 
conclusively proven that megabats are indeed relatively close relatives to the 

microbats after all. 
 
The smellier the better! 
The grey-headed flying fox gives birth to just one baby each year, typically in 

October or November.  In fact, many of the bats I saw flying had underslung 
infants which latch onto their mum’s underarm nipple and hold on with their 
feet.  
 
Male flying foxes have scent glands on their shoulders and they rub their musk 
on branches to attract a mate.  The smellier the better apparently!  When I 
visited, this musky smell combined with the pong of the guano was quite 

something and the constant noisy arguments and jostling for position (the 
dominant males roost highest in the trees) made for quite a spectacle. 
 
The mothers form a strong bond and will carry their babies for 4 or 5 weeks 

until they are too heavy to transport. They are then left at night with other 
young of the colony until at approximately 12 weeks of age when they are old 

enough to feed independently. 

What does the future hold? 
The colony is gradually growing in number 
but probably not because of successful breeding.  More bats from 
outside the city are moving into Adelaide each year as their own 

home environments degrade. 
 
With few natural predators in the city itself, their biggest threat is 
from heat stress when daytime temperatures rise above 40C.  
During my visit, it was actually 
unseasonably cool (approx 17C 

during the day, unusual for an 

Adelaide summer) but two weeks 
before the daytime maximum had 
reached 43C.  
 
At these extreme temperatures, the 

flying foxes resort to flying to the nearby Torrens river and dipping their bellies into the 

water before returning to the roosts. If the evaporative cooling effect isn’t sufficient, they 
crawl down the tree to the ground and literally expire in the heat. This time last year, a 
heatwave lasting a few days killed nearly 3,000 bats in the colony and it is expected that 
climate change will make these extreme temperature events more common. 

 
So is it all gloom and doom?  
I sincerely hope not, as 

these wonderful creatures 
are vital to pollination and a 
really charismatic and 

endearing animal to watch 
and photograph.  Farming practices are 
slowing changing with safer fruit-tree netting and better 

means of discouraging the fruit bats but, in the end, 
climate change might be a problem too big to solve, at 
least in the short term.  At least they are here for us to 
enjoy for the time being and long may that continue. 

 
Robin Bennett 

Follow Robin on Twitter as @benne30 

You can see the baby 
very clearly in this shot 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
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Since delivering my second one-day mammal bones ID workshop for Shropshire Mammal Group in June 2018, I 
have conducted several two-day workshops; in Scotland and West Sussex last year, and most recently one for the 
Mammal Society in November at FSC Preston Montford.  I’m in Scotland and Wiltshire in March for the Field Studies 
Council and Wiltshire Mammal Group; at Preston Montford in April on a return gig for the Mammal Society and I’ll be at Rhyd-
y-Creuau, Betws y Coed, for the FSC, in October.  It’s all go!  My presentation is subject to change and improvement for each 
event and after the Mammal Society workshop I decided I needed a few more detailed slides regarding lagomorphs, carnivores 
and cetacea in particular. I’d like to share a few of these with you… (but not all!  You’ll have to come on a Workshop for that!) 

Additions to the Bones Workshop files                                by Ric Morris 

There are further subtle differences between brown hare Lepus europaeus and mountain hare Lepus timidus; distinguishing 

these two species needs careful comparative measurements of certain points on the zygomatic arch. 

Among the many challenges in small mustelid osteology is distinguishing between the sexually dimorphic smaller species, weasel 
Mustela nivalis and stoat, M. erminea.  Although different genera, telling polecat M. putorius from American mink Neovison vison 
bones can be tricky too.  The skeletons take a very similar form, but the skull is a giveaway, with a couple of useful features. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
http://bit.ly/SMGrecord
mailto:ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
https://www.field-studies-council.org/locations/millport/
https://wiltshiremammals.wordpress.com/
https://www.mammal.org.uk/training/courses/skull-and-bone-identification-of-british-mammals/
https://www.field-studies-council.org/shop/courses/mammal-identification-using-skeletal-remains/
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As already mentioned, stoats and weasels are highly sexually dimorphic, and a large dog weasel can approach the size and weight 
of a small female stoat. It’s unfortunate that I don’t have a positive sex identification for any of these examples above, although 

my stoat skeleton at (A) is almost complete, it lacks a baculum (penis bone), therefore there is a good chance it is female.  The 
pine marten bones are in the collection of the University of Sheffield Zooarch Lab; unfortunately the skull is badly fragmented. 

An unusual pine marten Martes martes skull on the left; it exhibits the dental formula of the Mustela / Neovison genera yet the 

skull size, shape and all other features plus eyewitness sight of the body prior to burial indicate Martes.  I posted a set of pictures 
and comment to the Shropshire Pine Marten Project Facebook page last summer, having had the privilege of photographing the 
specimen in a private collection in Scotland.  To the right is a ‘found skull’ mystery, a type of challenge that I particularly enjoy.  
Having immediately eliminated the very obviously unlikely candidates, the ID came down to a small to medium sized carnivore, 
and from the shape of the tympanums it could only be pine marten.  This feature is very useful to consider when faced with 
questioned carnivore skulls, since a large male stoat has very different tympanum shape from a small female polecat, while fox 

Vulpes vulpes, badger Meles meles and otter Lutra lutra are all sufficiently different from each other to make a confident 
identification possible.  To go some way to corroborating this ID, Mr Cottis, an independent wildlife consultant speaking on behalf 
of the Scottish Wildlife Trust in 1997, told the BBC that pine martens had been first recorded on Skye shortly after the opening of 
the Skye Bridge two years earlier. This illustrates the potential usefulness of bones for corroborating mammal records! Ric Morris 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
http://bit.ly/SMGrecord
mailto:ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
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Greatest camera trap tweets of 2019 part II    Tweets by @PinemartensUK  

     Idea & Twitter framegrabs by @Skull_Bloke   

In the Spring 2019 Newsletter (SMGN38), we showcased a selection of Stuart’s greatest camera trap clip tweets over the 
previous few weeks. It’s high time we did this again for any members who don’t use Twitter or other social media.  You don’t 
need to be a Twitter user to enjoy these; each framegrabbed image hides a hyperlink to Stu’s own Twitter account– just press 
Ctrl and click on the tweet to enjoy each clip and many more in full.  Make sure your sound is turned on too!  Ric 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
http://bit.ly/SMGrecord
mailto:ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1122200019468156929
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1119866061652942848
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1118202152114118656
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1114577755981713409
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1110628389545787392
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1111337851415920640
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1122920422973087744
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1125385332407533568
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1124403071994540032
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1127991306008055809
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1129680932934488064
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1133048168101416961
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1135956601217662976
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1138146215835701249
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1142132450103123969
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1142480638160883713
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1142850754446839808
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https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1143589616492122112
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1144307953555640326
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1149049522208825347
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1150088428828143617
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1152274994291970049
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1154810921291792385
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1155885067702603776
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1157332687323115520
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1157720299892289536
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1158042121045192704
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1159164071326965760
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1160172306892824577
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1161326353364475904
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1163531802285395975
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1165530757546303493
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Stuart Edmunds 
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https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1165666891622490112
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1169311316751859718
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1169677052758437889
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1170748970353745927
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1174369770294173696
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1178376496286748672
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1179092763742277639
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1180152233016664065
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1180525914427404288
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1183402832541732864
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1185600022563479552
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1195415124607156225
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1197234162694082560
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1199764546971471872
https://twitter.com/PinemartensUK/status/1202327750876512257
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A lovely morning in the woods with Stuart and Dave.  Clunton Coppice is about 40 minutes from me; after 
buzzing along at 40-50mph for most of that time there’s a sharp turn up the 
hill into a gorgeous little lane only a bit wider than my Clio.  Near the top is a 

good car park with great views out over the valley, and there were Stu and 
Dave already waiting for me! 
 
December woods are really sleepy, the trees are hunkered down working their 
roots in the soil for the Midwinter season while the birds and animals are mostly 
just doing the necessary to stay alive and conserving energy.  Nature really 

does have it sussed how to work 

through the seasons … not really 
surprising when you realise she’s 
had 4.7 billion years of experiment and practice.  I still find the wood 
beautiful despite the low sun and consequent low light; the oak leaves in 

their myriad variation of warm browns under the feet are lovely; the trunks 
of the young oaks are able to show off their shapes and the lovely striations 

of their bark, and the lichens are like fairy webs clinging to the trees. 
 
Now the leaves are down you can see the dreys and nests very well, 
including the goshawk nest and the buzzards.  I’m thrilled we have 
goshawks here, I got to see the ones down in the Forest of Dean but I didn’t 
know we had them here too.  And with the bare trees, Stu and Dave were 
able to show me the pine marten boxes up in the trees too.  I’d read about 

them on the Facebook page but never seen one and certainly not in situ.  
This one looks a bit wonky as Stu said but, as Dave chipped in, that doesn’t 
matter a button to pine martens, it’s only humans who think everything has 
to be square and regular and tidy!  We really do have to get over the nature 
isn’t regular or straight, it’s gloriously all over the place, and that’s how it 
works well. 

 

We’d only been 
there for a 
moment when 
Dave, who had 
his bins on the 
tree, said “I saw a 

shadow behind 
the box!  A big 
shadow.  It went 
up the tree and 
it’s up there in 

the crown where it’s really thick!”  We all peered up at the tree.  
There was a bit of wind moving the branches so you couldn’t 

tell if that was a critter or just the wind.  Stu went down to peer 
around and get the camera card from the one pointing at the 

tree and the box.  Then I saw what looked like an animal foot 
up in the top left of the crown, just for moment.  We all held 
our breath… 
 
Stu came back with the card and we hung over his shoulders 

peering at the images.  Bother!  Drat even!  One showed a very 

Pine marten walk, December 2019  Words & most pics by Elen Sentier 

Stu and chum…  with Dave.  Pix: Ric 

Elen 

Elen 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
http://bit.ly/SMGrecord
mailto:ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
https://www.shropshirewildlifetrust.org.uk/nature-reserves/clunton-coppice
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handsome grey squirrel collecting leaves around the base of the tree 
and taking them up to the box!  Ah well… for a moment there we all 
hoped we would actually see a pine marten but it wasn’t to be. 

 
We set up another camera trap too.  That was ace for me as I want 
a camera trap in my garden up here above Smethcott.  I can hear 
lots of wildlife and I’d love to get it on camera.  I now know a good, 

not too expensive, camera to buy and have watched how to set it 
up; certainly not rocket science so I’ll be able to handle it.  And 
roughly the sort of thing to use for a bait as well.  Pine martens in 
Shropshire have not read all the learned tomes on marten 
behaviour, and not only are they ignorant of how all the expert 
humans say they should behave but they seem determined to 
rewrite all the textbooks too!  That sounds like fun, and good 

science.  I’m married to an ex-particle physicist who worked at 
Rutherford Appleton Labs back in the day so I’ve had good science 
practice with the cornflakes for 45 years.  I know that cutting 
edge scientists are always looking for the new, they never 

believe they know it all, and are only too happy when an 
experiment shows they’ll have to rewrite the textbooks.  How 

else do you think they hunted down the Higgs Bosun?  So if our pine 
martens are opening up new avenues of knowledge for us, I’m all for it. 
 
Anyways, our martens apparently are not interested in all the usual bait 
folks up north put out for them (No xylitol peanut butter please) so we’re 
still experimenting.  This bait trap we set up with a piece of orange (nice 
sweet smell) and some of my posh French cheese.  What’s the betting our 

martens have champagne tastes?  Have I just dug a pit for myself as the 
posh cheese provider for the marten group; arrrggghhh! 
 
We got some more good pics of fungus on the fallen branches.  I’m by no 
means a fungus expert but I do love the stuff, it’s so beautiful, myriad 
shapes and colours, and fungus always stuns me by how old they are.  

Right back before the beginning they go and, without them, there wouldn’t 

be life on Earth.  Dave asked if I 
have fungus in the garden, indeed 
I do and we’re saving the old branches where it grows, 
actually have uses for them as well as just wildlife habitats.  
He tells me we have a fungus expert in SWT so I must get on 

his courses! 

 
We finished the morning up with 
Dave and Stu carting pine 
marten boxes up the hill to the 
road for refurbishment! Crikey 
are they big!  They managed 
but it was damned hard work, 

I carried Stu’s rucksack to help 
out.  A fantastic 

morning.  Wanna 

do it again! 😊 

 
Elen Sentier 

Posh cheese pic: Stu 

Elen 
SWT’s John Hughes: Fun-Guy! 
(god… the number of times I’ve 
cracked that alleged joke…)  Ric 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
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Some years ago, while out and about for Shropshire Wildlife Trust I met 
a gentleman named Norman Woodcock, a retired teacher living near 
Welshpool.  Norman has a passion for all wildlife but a particular 

enthusiasm for his two favourite mammals, pine martens Martes martes 
and roe deer Capreolus capreolus.  Norman and I have stayed in touch and 
had several subsequent meet-ups as well as other chance encounters while 
I’ve been working.  He has passed on to me a small collection of 35mm 
slides, many taken by his late friend Edwin George, who spent a great deal 
of time monitoring the (mostly fallow, Dama dama) deer population in the 
Wyre Forest during the 1970s and 80s.  I’ve wanted to run a feature on 

these photographs for some time and now that I’ve scanned all 48 of them, 
there’s no excuse for further delay!  Here are a few highlights, with 
accompanying notes taken from what was written on the slide mounts.  
Please bear in mind these are all scanned from slide film.  I have cropped 

most of them to some degree, several are duplicates of originals; as a 
result of these factors they will not have the sharpness and clarity of 

modern digital photography.  Nonetheless they are beautiful images, which 
I hope you’ll enjoy very much.            Ric Morris 
 
 
 
  

Deer of the Wyre Forest Photos by Edwin George & others, scans & research by Ric 

December 2019  Words & pics by Elen Sentier 

      Additional pics sourced by Ric 

No film stock on frame margin. 
Mount simply captioned ‘Fallow Buck 81’ 

Kodak Ektachrome film.  The mount is captioned 

’Parks, 6th Oct 88.  “Ray”, 5 yr old.  2nd Beat’. 

No film stock printed on frame margin.  The caption reads ‘Menil Sore, 

Cadbury’s 23/10/86’. 
‘Menil’ is a pale variety of fallow deer and ‘Sore’ is a term for a three year 
old buck.  Sketch from Cadman, 1966: ‘Fallow Deer’  (Forestry Commission). 

No film stock printed on frame margin. 
Mount captioned ‘Lovely common doe, Cadbury’s Oct ‘86’.  

‘Common’ in this context means the most usual coat 
colour variety rather than an indication of abundance. 
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Edwin George and friends / Ric Morris 

With grateful thanks to Norman Woodcock 

Film stock unknown again. 
Mount captioned‘3 does on lawns, 12 Sept 86’ 

Kodak Ektachrome duplicating film stock. 
Mount captioned ‘Longdon, 10th Oct 85  Common 
Buck’.  The obvious donut shaped highlights on 
this picture confirm the use of a mirror lens; 
these usually have a focal length of 500mm. 

Film stock unknown, captioned ‘Big black buck with 3 does, Cadbury’s Oct 82’ 

Right:  A rare shot of red deer Cervus 

elaphus at Wyre, taken on Ektachrome.  
Caption is ‘Red Deer 99 (number in a 

slideshow or sequence, rather than the 
year) / Red Deer Does’.  (He means 
hinds). 
 
Far right:  Fallow fawn, captioned  
‘New born fawn / 15th June 85’. 

Ektachrome Duplicating Film stock 

Kodak Safety Film.  Mount captioned ‘Black Buck, Muntjac seat Nov 86’.  There are a few 
donut shaped highlights, which suggest the photograph was taken using a mirror lens. 
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Shropshire saw its second season of the cruel and unnecessary badger Meles meles cull begin 
in September; though teams of people were out in force for many months prior to this. Throughout 
the year, wildlife lovers searched parts of Shropshire high and low for badger setts and other signs 
such as latrines, runs and pawprints to find out where our stripy faced friends were most likely to be targeted 
by those intent on killing innocent individuals. 

 
Training and recruitment sessions offered throughout August gave opportunities for new patrollers to learn 
how to spot signs of badgers, and one lucky group of trainees were delighted to see two badgers snuffling 
around near a well-used sett, as well as a pair of foxes running around through a 
field of nonchalant sheep adjacent to the sett. 
 
Throughout the cull season, protectors of our stripy faced friends were out day 
and night. While those mystical pixies painstakingly scoured the countryside for 
cages, our very own patrollers marched along footpaths throughout the cull zone 
patrolling for injured badgers. 

 

Sam Devine-Turner 

 
 

At 15.45 on 28th November when it was damp and getting dark a hedgehog Erinaceas europaeas was feeding in my garden in 
Oswestry, as they had been doing each night.  I thought the weight should be checked as it was out in the daylight. It weighed 
only 356 grams and the book by Pat Morris says .if we leave the babies alone they will almost certainly die.  …my calculations ... show 
that they need to weigh about 450 grams."  Although not a baby it was small and other opinions seem to suggest even higher weights 
are needed.  On these grounds I brought it indoors particularly as the temperature was 6°C and it 
was expected to drop further.  There was no sign of injury, abnormality or any mites.  It was lively 
and attempted escape so was place in our spare room shower with a box to sleep in which was soon 
accepted.  It was provided with water, some dog food of Lamb and Hedgehog Feast.  A few dried meal 
worms were also supplied.  Initially it tried the dog food but by the next morning it was clear he had 
been around but only the meal worms eaten.  Two days later it looked good and weighed 366 grams. 
 

To discourage it from hibernating I kept the day time temperature around 16°C and night was lower.  
However, it then seemed to restrict the eating to meal worms despite also being offered cooked 
potato, biscuit, cut up grape and banana and a few other table discards.  It never really took to any 
of these in a significant way and by day 7 the weight had slipped to 322 grams.  Felix chicken in jelly was offered and ignored.  It then 
slowed up, becoming more sleepy all the time and by day 10 had died. 
 

So, what went wrong?  Perhaps I should have driven to the rescue centre but the last one I took there also died!  Was it the meal 

worms - though Pat Morris mentions them in his book?  Was it the temperature?  Should I ever try again?!  Brian Hogbin 

WBP* Shropshire: 2019     (*Wounded Badger Patrol)                  by Sam Devine-Turner 

December 2019  Words & pics by Elen Sentier 

      Additional pics sourced by Ric 

Fuzzy badger in the cull zone 
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An active sett 

Lush badger prints 

Above:  Lovely latrine. 
Right:  Toad encounter Bufo bufo 

Where did it go wrong?                                                                      by Brian Hogbin 

Difficult in a situation like this.  Mealworms are apparently not nutritious for hedgehogs but they do love them!  Wet cat or dog food and 
hedgehog biscuits are usually a safe bet for putting weight on hogs so that seemed appropriate.  Personally I would always be worried there 
may be other issues with them, so would recommend taking these little chaps to a specialist animal hospital or rescue such as Cuan Wildlife 
Rescue Much Wenlock, or Pricklebums, Ludlow.              Ric Morris 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
http://bit.ly/SMGrecord
mailto:ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
https://www.nhbs.com/publisher/whittet?q=&dFR%5bpublisher.name%5d%5b0%5d=Whittet%20Books&fR%5bdoc_s%5d%5b0%5d=false&fR%5bhide%5d%5b0%5d=false&fR%5blive%5d%5b0%5d=true&qtview=197704
https://www.cuanwildliferescue.org.uk/
https://www.cuanwildliferescue.org.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/pricklebumshedgehogrescue
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In September, I headed up to Perthshire in Scotland with some 
Wildlife Trust colleagues to explore the waterways flowing 
towards the River Tay and search them for signs of beaver 
activity.  The beavers of the Tay catchment are now well 

established, and the population has now reached triple figures.  
Despite this, Europe’s largest rodents are still elusive and you 
are much more likely to discover evidence of their industrious 
activity than you are to see the animals themselves. 
Our base for four nights was a cottage situated around five 

kilometres from Dunkeld and located conveniently in 

the epicentre of beaver activity.  My aim was to track 
down some fresh beaver field signs on brooks and 

lochs in the area and to set up a camera trap to see if 
I could be lucky enough to capture one of the them on 
camera.  We met with staff at the Loch of the Lowes 
visitor centre to get some local advice on where we 
would be most likely to find field signs and were 
delighted to hear that not only could we find beaver 
signs within a few metres of the centre, beavers were 

also regularly seen from the hide at first light. 

We would 
give the first 
light beaver 
watching a 

try, but of 
course I was desperate to do some beaver tracking of my own… and to find 
another spot to place a camera trap and increase the chances of getting some 
footage.  We took a long walk around Butterstone Loch on the second day in 

search of beaver signs, eventually discovering the tell-tale gnaw marks on a 
young tree about four metres from the edge of the loch.  Butterstone is 
connected to Loch of the Lowes by a narrow channel and it is possible that the 
resident of the latter will make their way into Butterstone occasionally to 
forage.  The signs we found were fresh, but the chances of seeing a beaver or 
capturing one on camera was remote.  Despite this, I opted to install a Bushnell 
Trophycam low on the same tree that had been nibbled by a beaver, angling it towards a trail leading out of the loch.  

The location was particularly close to a public right of way, so in an attempt to hide the camera slightly, I pulled some 
young rowan branches off a nearby damaged tree and created a screen of foliage to hopefully mask the camera from 

passers-by.  Then like all camera trapping sessions, the next step was to 
wait patiently for a couple of days to see 

what might be recorded. 

In the meantime, we explored the local 
town of Dunkeld and wandered along the 
banks of the Tay.  I was surprised by the 

amount of beaver activity visible in just 
a five minute walk; trees hanging over 
the river, chopped away around the base 
and left to drop gracefully into the water, 
where the clever beavers could then 

On the Scottish beaver trail                                Words and photos by Stuart Edmunds 

Google Maps 
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access the nutritious upper branches and leaves from the water side.  The population of beavers in the 
Tay catchment is estimated to be around 450 according to the latest surveys.  As they grow in numbers 
and increase their geographical spread, they also increase conflict with farmers and landowners.  

Beavers are amazing ecosystem influencers, but in the wrong place, they can be considered a nuisance.  
Yet their dam-building behaviour can be a positive thing.  Dams hold back water on low-lying land, 
reducing flood risk in some areas and creating new pools which benefit a variety of fish and dragonflies.  
It was reassuring to learn however that a huge awareness programme is in place to help landowners 

better understand beaver behaviour.  Being almost comical in character, beavers 
are also a popular tourist pull and they have become a part of the tourism market 
in the region. 

It isn’t just beavers that appear to be thriving in Perthshire either- pine martens 
have settled into many of the woodlands and have themselves become a tourist 
commodity.  People will happily pay to sit in a hide to see one of our rarest 
mammals with their own eyes (or cameras!), so it was only right that we give 
it a try.  We spent one evening at the amazing Penny Hedge, a wildlife hide set 
in the garden of Mark Johnson and Sue Demetriou, who are keen to give people 

the chance to encounter a wild marten.  We weren’t disappointed either; the 

martens turned up right on cue- first two juveniles venturing down from the 
woods above to snack on raisins and nuts.  Despite our presence in the hide and a soft light to 
illuminate them, the martens ate as much as they could within three metres from us.  It was an 
incredible way to spend an evening and was made even better by Sue’s fantastic lemon drizzle cake.  
Penny Hedge is well worth a visit- look them up on Facebook and Google! 

We returned to check the camera trap at Butterstone on the final day of our 
trip after a lot of traipsing aimlessly around trying to remember where we had installed it.  
Clearly, the screen of rowan that I had laid to hide the camera had worked so well that even the 

people responsible for setting the camera up couldn’t see it from the track.  But eventually, I 
spotted our own subtle tracks leading off the footpath and they led us straight to the camera.  
Embarrassingly, the first thing I noticed was that the rowan branches were nowhere to be seen- 
the camera trap straps were quite visible as we approached from another angle.  As always, I 
had a check on the ground in front of the camera for signs of fresh activity and noticed that the 
trail into the loch looked even more prominent than it had two days previous.  I then noticed 

some very fresh beaver gnaw marks on the camera tree, just a few centimetres from the camera itself.  A beaver had 
definitely paid a visit to the site since the camera had been put out but at first sign, but whether or not it had triggered 
the camera was another matter.  Rather than be patient and wait until we got back to the visitor centre, I decided to 
check the camera trap for videos there and then.  My tablet device loaded up and installed the SD card to be presented 

with 126 clips recorded in 48 hours.  The thumbnails showed nothing at all as 
I flicked through them- just an empty dark trail and grasses blowing the wind.  
Things weren’t looking good. I didn’t particularly want to announce to the staff 

at Loch of the Lowes that I had a set up a camera, but a beaver had somehow 
managed to avoid triggering it despite clearly passing within a metre.  So I 
played through the clips in fast forward- first from clips 1 to 20, then 20 to 40.  
All that showed up in those 14 second films was a wood mouse.  Then on the 
next batch of 20 clips- at last a beaver!  Or at least part of a beaver; the 
animal settling down to feed right on the edge of the camera’s field of view.  
But then the next clips showed a beaver venturing past the camera at close 

proximity.  Two clips of nothing followed, but to my surprise, the beaver 

reappeared from behind the camera trap and began to wander back down his 
trail to the loch.  And he was carrying the rowan branches I had used to hide the camera with him, which explained why 
they were no longer in the position I had left them in! 

Overall, Perthshire was a great place to visit if you like mammals and want to see them in the wild.  From Loch of the 
Lowes, you can drive north to heavy forest around Kindrogan and further still to the mountains and Glenshee; where 
mountains hares are easy to spot from the side of the road and red deer grace the heather-covered hillsides.  Highly 

recommended!    Stuart Edmunds / Follow Stuart on Twitter as @PinemartensUK 
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Bring back the beavers                                                 with Stuart Edmunds 

When?  Wednesday 8th January 2020;  1730 hrs 

Where?  Whitchurch CE Infants, off Station Road Whitchurch, Shropshire SY13 1RJ 

Description:  Stuart will talk about the possible reintroduction of the iconic beaver to our county.  Light refreshments 

available. 

Info:  A Shropshire Wildlife Trust Whitchurch branch event.  Entry £3 SWT members / £4 non-members. 

Harvest mouse nest hunt                                                          with Stuart Edmunds 
When?  Saturday 11th January 2010;  1030 - 1300hrs 

Where?   Private fields at Tibberton near Edgmond, Newtown, Shropshire.  Location given on booking 

Description:  Learn how to spot and identify harvest mouse nests and help set up some camera traps to record 

larger animals.  Parking spaces are limited, so please email stuarte@shropshirewildlifetrust.org.uk to book a place. 
Wellies are essential as the fields are very boggy! 

Info:  A free event for SMG members.  No experience necessary; training given. 

The Shropshire Mammal Group AGM                                 with the SMG Committee 
When?  Saturday 25th January 2020,  1030 hrs 

Where?  FSC Preston Montford, Montford Bridge Shrewsbury SY4 1DX 

Description:  The formal meeting will be followed by a talk from Shropshire Wildlife Trust CEO Colin Preston 

on the future of wildlife in our county.  Light refreshments available.  No chips. 

Info:  2020 membership subs are due at £5 p.a. (bargain).  Non members £5 (annual membership included). 

Mammal talk                                                               with Stuart Edmunds 
When?  Monday 3rd February 2020,   1930 hrs. 

Where?  Bridgnorth Methodist Church, The Cartway, Bridgnorth Shropshire WV16 4BG 

Description:  An update on the range of mammals found within Shropshire’s local reserves.  Light refreshments available 

Info:  A Shropshire Wildlife Trust Bridgnorth branch event  Entry £3 SWT members / £4 non-members. 

Contact Carol Bickerstaffe  01952 727542 or bridgnorth@shropshirewildlifetrust.org.uk 

Pipistrelles to horseshoes                                           with Mike Worsfold 
When?  Wednesday 12th February 2020; 1930 hrs  

Where?  Whitchurch C E Infants, off Station Road, Whitchurch, SY13 1RJ 

Description:  Mike Worsfold of Shropshire Bat Group will talk about the variety of bats to be found in Shropshire's varied 

landscape.  Light refreshments available 

Info:  A Shropshire Wildlife Trust Whitchurch branch event.  Entry £3 SWT members / £4 non-members. 

Contact Malcolm Monie  01948 663069 or whitchurch@shropshirewildlifetrust.org.uk 

Reintroduction of beavers to Wales                               with Alicia Leow-Dyke 
When?  Wednesday 19th February 2020,  1930 hrs 
Where?  Church Barn, Church Lane, Bishop’s Castle  SY9 5AF 

Description:  Alicia Leow-Dyke, Project Officer with the Wildlife Trusts of Wales will talk about the introduction of beavers 

back into Wales explaining how this is done, where and why.  Light refreshments available. 

Info:  A Shropshire Wildlife Trust Clun & Bishops Castle branch event.  Entry £3 SWT members / £4 non-members. 
Contact Contact Mary Eminson, 01588 640921 or clunandbc@shropshirewildlifetrust.org. 

Diary dates for forthcoming events  compiled by SMG Committee Members 

And Finally… 
So, an election, a new Government, a huge Conservative majority, and various commitments regarding the delivering of ‘Brexit’.  I’ve always tried 
to keep the Newsletter pretty free of political comment but whatever your personal opinions, it is noticeable that there’s been little explicit detail 
on either environmental or climate crisis issues in the Conservative manifesto.  Here in Shropshire we again have a full set of Conservative MPs 
who, it may be expected, have the ear of Government; in other words, they are not struggling to make their constituents’ voices heard against a 
governing party of a slim majority or an opposite persuasion.  Now is the time more than ever, to contact our elected representatives and impress 
on them the importance of delivering a realistic environmental policy.  I urge you to be polite and courteous at all times, but be persistent; do not 
permit them to fob you off; above all, where possible please reference your points with published research from reputable sources, so that facts 
cannot be easily dismissed.  At least one of our Shropshire MPs is a climate change denier, so please do your research and do not ever, ever let 
them off the hook on environmental issues.  Time is short and there is much work to be done. 
 
My final words of wisdom, as ever, go like this:  Please keep sending your records in to Lorcán Adrain; his contact details are on 

the foot of each page.  And why don’t YOU write me something for SMGN42!  You know it makes sense!  Get scribing, etc etc etc! 
Cheers,  Ric Morris 

Beev pic:  Alicia 

HM nest pic: Ric 
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